Discover integrity.
Discover responsibility.
Discover possibilities.
Discover peace of mind.
Protecting what matters
Tax deductions received through Section 179D
have a significant impact on your ability to
compete in today’s market. Why trust them to
just anybody? BLUE Energy Group has the
experience and integrity to ensure your
deductions are safe. But more than that, we
have your best interests in mind. And we
guarantee it. Why choose anybody else?
Choose BLUE Energy Group for your 179D
building certifications. Discover peace of mind.
Discover BLUE.
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Discover BLUE.

MAKE THE MOVE
TO A BETTER WAY
OF THINKING

Our professional team is here to
protect your deductions.

A 179D building certification is more than just a piece of
paper. It’s a process. It’s a process that requires
confidentiality, discretion, accuracy, and professionalism.
Leaving this sensitive process to just anyone can have
disastrous results that include angry clients, IRS fees and
penalties, and even total rejection of the certifications. BLUE
Energy Group has the experience necessary to provide you
with peace of mind when it comes to this important process.

Our team of engineering, legal, and tax
professionals have the knowledge and
expertise to secure your 179D
deduction and guarantee its accuracy.

Build our process into your projects to provide peace of mind
that your 179D deductions are safe.

Avoid audit uncertainty

BLUE-Guard Audit
Defense© provides peace of
mind that your 179D tax
deductions are safe.

BLUE-Guard Audit Defense© comes
free with every 179D certification.
Every client is guaranteed:
★ free representation during an IRS
audit or appeal,
★ refund of fees to the extent the
certification is modified by the IRS, and
★ reimbursement of all penalties and
interest resulting from a modification.
BLUE-Guard Audit Defense©
guarantees the accuracy of our 179D
certifications. Our certifications meet all
IRS and NREL guidelines.

Because of this, we are able to stand
behind our certifications with
confidence.

Have confidence in your
certifications
Why worry that your 179D
certifications might be rejected by the
IRS? We provide accurate and audittested results. And we stand behind
them.
BLUE-Guard Audit Defense© is a
guarantee that you won’t find
anywhere else.

Your most commonly asked questions about our 179D process. Answered.

If your 179D provider doesn’t
have a guarantee, there may
be a reason.

your work in their hands

There is no better time to
switch than today

Does the tax deduction apply to new construction and
existing buildings?

Can multiple taxpayers participating on a project in the same
building claim the tax credit?

BLUE Energy Group has the
experience you need for your
179D building certifications. Our
certification process is designed to deliver accurate
certifications in a timely manner. As part of our process, we
will coordinate the site visit with your client in a professional
manner that protects your relationship and maintains your
confidentiality. In addition, all of our certifications come with a
peace of mind that only our BLUE-Guard Audit Defense©
guarantee can provide.

Yes. The reference building models for determining the energy
and power cost savings for new construction and retrofits of
existing buildings are based on Standard 90.1-2001. The
historical performance of existing buildings is not used for the
energy savings calculations for tax deduction purposes.

Yes, if two or more taxpayers participate in the tax deduction
activities on or in the same building and the property is subject
to the permanent rule. However, the aggregate amount of the
179D deductions allowed cannot exceed the allowable amount
for the specific tax deduction.

Over what time period is the tax deduction available?

What qualifies an individual to certify the documents?

A tax deduction may be taken for a project started in 2005 and
completed on or before December 31, 2013. However, a
designer may only take a tax deduction for a municipal
building project that was completed within three years of the
filing of their latest federal tax return.

The licensed contractor or engineer must be properly licensed
in the same jurisdiction as the building, and not be related
(within the meaning of 45(e)(4)) to the taxpayer claiming the
deduction under 179D.
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